
‘Sconset Trust 
Printable Activity Book

Includes: 

• Sconset Word Search
• Nantucket Coloring Pages
• Create Whale Origami
• Make your own Plastic-free Bracelets
• Learn about litter-less lunches
• Draw your own nantucket seal
• Paint a rock for a paperweight
• Flower pressing for homemade cards



‘Sconset Word Search

Word List: 

Basket  Casino  lobster  ruddick commons  siasconset 
Beach  Flagpole  low beach sankaty    whales 
Bicycle  Fog   main street Sconset market  window box 
Bluff Walk lighthouse nantucket Sconset trust 



Color sankaty head lighthouse!



Color a humpback whale and lobster!



How to make an origami Blue Whale

What You Will Need: 

• 8 1/2 x 11 inches sheet of 
colored paper 

• Scissors

1. Make a square out 
of colored paper by 
folding one corner 
over to the 
adjacent side. Cut 
off the small 
rectangle. 

2. Place the square 
paper on the table 
so it looks like a 
diamond. Fold side 
to side and unfold. 

3. Fold the lower left 
and right sides to 
meet the center 
crease. 

4. It looks like an ice 
cream cone! Fold the 
top point down, as 
shown. 

5. Fold the right side 
over to meet the 
left side. 

6. Put your fingers on 
the bottom point as 
you turn the whale 
sideways. 

7. Fold the end point 
up to make a tail!

8. Make a short cut 
through the end 
of the fold in the 
tail.  

9. Fold the edges of 
the tail outwards, 
as shown. 

10. Decorate your 
blue whale! Draw 
eyes, fins, and any 
other patterns 
you like.

Origami illustrations matt Mcintosh, NoaA (noaa.gov)

http://noaa.gov
http://noaa.gov


Make your own plastic free bracelets

What You Will Need: 

• Colorful pages from old 
magazines, junk mail, or 
newspapers 

• Scissors 
• Glue stick 
• Round pencil, colored pencil, or 

crayon 
• Clear nail polish

1. Find an old magazine and 
tear out a colorful page.  

2. Cut across at a slight angle 
to make long triangular 
strips. (wider strips will 
create wider beads!) 

3. Lay one triangular strip on a 
flat surface and align a 
pencil horizontally against 
the wider edge of the paper 
strip. Roll the paper 
completely around the 
pencil. 

4. Put a thin coat of glue on 
the unrolled part of the 
triangle.

5. Tightly roll the rest of the 
paper strip around the pencil. 
Add an extra dab of glue to 
secure the point of the paper 
to the roll. 

6. Slide the rolled paper off of 
the pencil. 

7. Once the glue is dry, paint a 
thin layer of clear nail polish 
around the paper bead. 

8. Repeat steps for multiple 
beads. 

9. Once the nail polish is 
completely dry, thread your 
finished beads on string to 
create a necklace or bracelet 
that is free of plastic!

National Geographic kids (kids.nationalgeographic.com)

http://kids.nationalgeographic.com
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com


Learn about litter-less lunches

How can your lunch help make less trash? Before heading to the beach this summer, 
think about these 3 ways to reduce your amount of trash: 

1. Reduce packaging! (buy one big cookie instead of many small cookies) 
2. Reuse containers! (cookies, chips, and other items can come in containers that could be 

brought home, washed, and used again) 
3. Always recycle!  

There are 6 packed 
lunches pictured. 
One of them is 
different from all 
the others. Can you 
find the one that is 
different?

www.marinedebris.noaa.gov

http://www.marinedebris.noaa.gov
http://www.marinedebris.noaa.gov


Draw your own nantucket seal

Two species of seal call nantucket home - harbor seals and gray seals. Harbor seals 
are about 5 ft. long whereas gray seals can grow up to 8 ft. Long! 

Step 1:  

Draw 2 oval eyes.

Step 2: 

Draw the face, nose, and mouth.

Step 3:  

Draw dots in and next to the eyes. 
Draw a chin and dots for whiskers 
near the nose. Draw the body.

Step 4:  

Draw flippers and a tail. Erase the 
bottom portion of the head leaving the 
chin. Color in your nantucket seal!

Illustrations ben lueders (www.marinedebris.noaa.gov)

http://www.marinedebris.noaa.gov
http://www.marinedebris.noaa.gov


Rock painting activity

What You Will Need: 

• Paint and Paintbrush 
• Rock

1. Find a rock outside. 

2. Wash and dry your rock. 

3. Paint your rock with any design! 
Clean the brush with water. 

4. Let your rock creation dry 
completely and then use as a 
paperweight for home schoolwork 
or as a name place at the dinner 
table!



Flower pressing for homemade cards

What You Will Need: 

• Seasonal flowers, foliage or 
leaves 

• Scissors 
• Watercolor paper 
• A stack of heavy books

1. Find seasonal flowers, foliage, or 
leaves outside. 

2. To avoid mold, wipe and clean any 
leaves or flowers and pat everything 
dry. 

3. Place flowers or leaves on 
watercolor paper. 

4. Place a second sheet of paper above 
flowers and put under a heavy stack 
of books. 

5. Be patient! Leave the flowers under 
the books for a minimum of 2 weeks. 

6. Get creative! Use your creation for a 
homemade card. Mother’s day is coming 
up! 



Answers

Which one is different? 

The lunchbox that is different is 
found in the center of the bottom row 
of lunchboxes 

‘Sconset Word Search (Page 2) Litter-less Lunches (Page 7)


